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1. INTRODUCTION 
Functional differential equations (FDEs) of neutral type are generalizations 
of ordinary differential equations and difference equations, including for 
example 
and 
x’(t) = f(t, x(t), x’(t - l), x(t - 1)) 
x’(t) = g (c w, 1” r(e) xv + 0) de). 
.-1 
This class includes retarded FDEs, but is more general in that the derivative 
may appear with a time lag. We will discuss linear autonomous neutral FDEs 
such as x’(t) = Ax’(t - 1) + Bx(t) + Cx(t - I), and the main results are 
natural generalizations f facts familiar for ordinary differential equations 
and retarded FDEs [l]. Suppose the roots of the characteristic equation (2.5) 
are split by the line in the complex plane Re h = a: into two sets, each 
bounded away from the line. There is a corresponding exponential dichotomy 
of the solutions of the homogeneous equation (2.4), the solutions in one 
subspace being O(e”lt) as t --j + co (0~~ < a), while in a complementary 
subspace the solutions exist for all t < 0 and are O(eaat) as t -+ - cc (aa > CX). 
If {T(t), t3 0) is the solution semigroup, the operators which map the 
initial state into the state at time t > 0, the above exponential dichotomy is 
equivalent to having the spectrum u(T(t)) dis’oint from the circle of radius J 
eat about the origin for some t > 0. The point spectrum and residual spectrum 
of T(t) are known from the general theory of semigroups [2], but the 
continuous spectrum is not so easily determined. We will first discuss a
simplified problem, a difference quation, and obtain the exponential 
dichotomy by Laplace transform ethods. This gives us the location of 
the spectrum for the difference equation. The general neutral FDE has a 
semigroup which equals the semigroup for a difference equation, plus a 
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compact operator; and addition of this compact operator does not change the 
continuous pectrum. Thus we locate a(T(t)), and so obtain the dichotomy 
in the general case. 
These arguments, though framed in the space of continuous functions, 
easily extend to other function spaces, such as the Sobolev spaces 
Wz)(l < p < co). We sketch the corresponding results for the useful, 
although somewhat atypical, case of the Lipschitz continuous functions, 
WE’. 
The results obtained in this way are formally almost identical with those 
known for retarded FDEs, and many theorems generalize to the neutral 
case with only minor changes in the proof. As examples, we mention stability 
in the first approximation, and the saddle point property [3], already extended 
to neutral FDEs (with some extra hypotheses) by Hale [4]. By use of the 
space of Lipschitz continuous functions, several troublesome perturbation 
problems (state-dependent lags, asymptotically constant lags) fit naturally 
into the familiar mold of stability in the first approximation. Other 
applications, ripe for generalization, may be found in [5]. 
This paper, in its everal incarnations, has benefitted from the comments of 
Jack K. Hale, and bears a heavy debt to the work of Hale and Mayer [6], Hale 
[7], and Hale and Cruz [8]. Thanks, Jack. 
2. THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
Let En denote the Euclidean space of real or complex column n-vectors, 
R the real line, and let Y be a fixed positive number. C = C([-Y, 01, En) is 
the space of continuous functions 4: [-r, 0] ---f En with norm 114 11 = 
sup{1 C(e)1 :-r < 13 < O}. If x is a continuous map of [a - Y, b) into En, 
then xt E C is given, for each a < t < b, by 
x@> = x(t + q, -r<e<o. 
Let D, L be fixed continuous linear functionals from C into En. The initial 
value problem is: given s E R, 4 E C and continuous H: [s, co) -+ En, find 
continuous x: [s - r, co) ---f En such that x, = $ and for t 3 s 
(44VW - fW = L(x,). (2-l) 
The functionals D,L may be represented by Stieltjes integrals 
D(4) = b(O) - j-” 44’) W), 
--r 
W#J) = j-” 4(e) (b(e) 
-r 
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for + E C, where CL, 7 are matrix valued functions of bounded variation which 
vanish at 0 = 0 and are left-continuous in (-r, 0). We assume: 
(i) p is continuous at 0, so 
s O I 44Y -+ 0 as e-+0+; --E 
(ii) p has no singular part, i.e. 
where 
O<w,<r and il I A, I + 1” I49 de -=c 02. --T 
The first assumption implies [6] that the initial value problem is well posed; 
the second is used in Lemmas 3.5 and 4.1. It is not clear whether (ii) is 
necessary, but a theorem of Wiener and Pitt [9], generalizing the result [lo] 
used in Lemma 3.5, suggests the necessity of some such restriction. 
If x = x(s, 4, H) is the solution of the initial value problem (2.1) such that 
X, = 4, we may write 
thus defining strongly continuous families of bounded linear operators 
T(t): C --f C for t > 0, and K(t, s): C([S, t], En) + C for t > s. It should be 
noted that K(t, s)H actually depends only on the restriction H I[s,tl , but 
this minor abuse of notation should not cause confusion. By uniqueness 
we have: 
T(O) = 1, T(t) T(s) = T(t + s) for t, s 3 0; 
(2.3) 
K(s, s) = 0, T(t - s) K(s, a)H = K(t, o)H - K(t, s)H for t > s 3 o. 
Thus {T(t)),,, isa strongly continuous emigroup of operators on C, and 
this semigroup will be our main object of study. The infinitesimal generator 
A is defined by 
the domain 9(A) consisting ofthose 4 E C for which this limit exists in the 
topology of C. Hale and Meyer [6] proved the following. 
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THEOREM 2.1. For the linear autonomous FDE 
(44 w4 = -4%) (2.4) 
where D, L are us zn (2. l), zf{ T(t)},,, is the solution semigroup with infkitesimal 
generator A, then: 
(i) The domain 9(A) = {+ E C I$’ E C and D(4’) = L($)), and for 
4 E B(A), A+(B) = $‘(e), -r < 19 < 0. 
(ii) 9(A) is a dense subset of C, T(t) 9(A) C B(A), and for + E 9(A) 
(d/dt) T(t)+ = T(t) A$ = AT(t)+. 
(iii) The spectrum of A is allpoint spectrum (ezgenvalues), a(A) = Pa(A), 
and consists ofall complex h satisfying the characteristic equation 
where 
det d(X) = 0 (2.5) 
A(X) = AD(eA’) - L(eA’) 
If x$o(A) and+EC then 
(A - A)-l C(0) = beAe + 6 eA(e-e) 4(e) d& 
where 
b = 4Y ID(b) + j:r (A4-Q) + d@)) Ieo A(e--E) 4(f) @I.
(iv) If TV is a zero of det A(.) of multiplicity m, then we have 
C = J~/‘(P - A)” @ %$.L - A)“, the direct sum of subspaces invariant under 
T(t), with dimension .&‘$J - A)m Jinite (in fact, dimension =m [ll]). If 
h > m then N(,u - A)” = JV(P - A)m, W(p - A)” = 9Q - A)m, and 
we write AU(A) = .N(p - A)? the generalized sgenspace orresponding to t.~. 
The projection EU onto &,JA), along 9?(~ - A)“, is 
EM = w74 J;A-u,=, (A - A)-l dX = ResA,Jh - A)-l. 
The above decomposition may clearly be made for any finite set of eigen- 
values (see [6]); in the theory below, we allow infinite s ts of eigenvalues, but 
the finite case is most important in applications. 
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Corresponding facts are known for the adjoint equation [12]. One method 
of calculating the above decomposition, i.e., calculating E, , uses the adjoint 
equation (see [6, 121). 
3. THE DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
Consider the difference equation 
x(t) = f A,x(t - wJ”), t b 0, 
k=l 
where 0 < wk < r, c I A, 1 < co, and &,~~ 1 A, I -+ 0 as E -+ O+. This 
equation may be rewritten 
D”x, = 0, 
where Do is the difference operator 
t 2 0, (3.1) 
0°C = 4(o) - f A&(-W/c) for + E C. 
k=l 
Clearly the initial value x0 for (3.1) must be in the null space M(DO), so we 
restrict a tention to C n Jr/-(Do) = &O. If x(b) is the solution of (3.1) with 
initial value $ E Co, we may write 
44 = Tow, t 3 0, (3.2) 
thus defining a strongly continuous emigroup of operators {To(t)},,, on CO. 
The infinitesimal generator A0 is readily shown to be (cf. [6]) 
9(A”) = (4 E Co j 4’ E CO}, A04 = y5’ for 4 E Co, 
and o(A”) = Pu(A”) = {h / h(h) = 0} where 
h(h) = det H(h), H(h) = I - g A,e-““‘k. 
k=l 
Also, for /\ $ a(AO), 
(A - A”)-1$(6) = beAe + Lo eAce-+$(tJ) de
where 
(3.3) 
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Since h(X) is an analytic almost periodic function of A, we have for real 
01 < A 
LEMMA 3.1. (See [13, p. 2681 for proof.) (i) There exists a number N 
such that, for all real t, there are no more than N zeros of h in the box 
(ii) For any S > 0 there xists m(S) > 0 such that, whenever w < Re h < /I 
and X is at a distance >S from every zero of h, one has j h(h)] > m(S). 
LEMMA 3.2. If h(A,) = 0, then there exist A,, A3 ,... such that h(X,) = 0 
andash-tco, I&j--+ co andReh,--+ReX,. 
Proof. Suppose not; then by Lemma 3.l(ii) h(h) is bounded from zero 
for Re h = Re A1 , 1 A I large, which contradicts he almost periodicity ofh. 
LEMMA 3.3. If 01 < j3 and h(h) is bounded from zero on Re h = (y. and 
Re h = #$ then there xist rectangular contours C, , C, ,... 
Ci:Reh=olor/3, lImAI <Zi; a < Reh </?, Imh = -& 
with j < li < j + 1 (j = I, 2,...) and such that h(h) is uniformly bounded 
from zero on these contours. 
Proof. It suffices tofind Cj uniformly bounded away from the zeros of h 
(Lemma 3.l(ii)); and by Lemma 3.1(i) we may choose Zi E [j, j + 1) so the 
distance from Im h = *Zi to any zero of h in OL < Re h < /3 is at least 1/4N, 
independent of j. 
The next result is a special case of [12, Theor. 11. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose y(v) is continuous and D”yt = 0 for t > 0; then 
y(t) = -C,“-, f-i d,X(t - /3 - w,+) ABy for t > 0 where X(*) is the n x n 
matrix valued function de&ted by 
and 
X(t) = 0 for t < 0, 
X(t) = I + 2 X(t - Wk) A, for t 30, 
X=1 
X(t) = X(t+) at jumps. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose a: is real and nonzero, and h(h) is bounded away from 
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zero on Re h = 01. Then for t 2 0, X(t) = F’(t) + XQ(t) where Xp,Q are 
right continuous and (except for countably many t) 
Xp(t) = (l/2&) jim !Q. eAtklH-l(X) dA 
1 
XQ(t) = (1/2rri) ji51 j=I.iy eAtklH-l(X) dh. 
1 
Here {Cj}~El is the sequence of contours given by Lemma 3.3, with /3 chosen 
su@ientZy large that /3 > 01, /3 > 0 and /3 > sup(Re /\ 1 h(h) = O}. 
For t < 0, define Xp(t) by the contour integral above; then DoXtp = 1 
(if a < 0) or D”Xtp = 0 (if 01 > 0) for - 03 < t < 00. Finally, there xists 
a constant M such that 
Var X,Q = Var[,-,,,I XQ < Meat (t 3 O), 
Var Xtp < Meat (t < 0). 
Proof. Define Xp, XQ by the above integrals, and observe X(t) = 
Xp(t) + XQ(t) (t > 0) since the Laplace transform of X(e) is A-lH(h)-l. 
Also note that, for t < 0, 
since $+:z eAt A-lH(h)-l dh = 0 for t < 0 and the integrals over the segments 
Imh = &Zj are 0(1/w by Lemma 3.3. 
Since h(h) is bounded away from zero on Re X = 01, it follows by a result 
of Cameron and Pitt [lo] that 
l/h(h) = f bkeAYk 
k=l 
with the yk real and C,“=, 1b, 1 ea?‘k < co. It follows that H(A)-l = C& XkeAyk 
with C 1 X, 1 eayh < co, hence for t > 0, t + yk # 0, 
Therefore 
XQ(t) = 2 X,( l/2&) j:-yI e”(t+Yk)h-l dA 
k=l 
z 
c xk (cf. [14, p. 4301). 
a(t+Y*)>O 
Var X,Q < C I X, 1 < (C / Xk / eYkValv) eat, t > 0. 
OQfY&T 
Var Xtp is estimated similarly for t < 0. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Suppose h(h) is bounded away from zero for Re X = LX; 
then Co = C n .N(D”) = P @ Q, the direct sum of closed subspaces invariant 
under To(t) (t 3 0), and 
P = span{&,(AO) 1 h(h) = 0, Re X > a}. 
The semigroup {To(t) Ip , t > 0} may be extended uniquely as a group 
(-co < t < 03) of operators on P. There exist constants M’ and 6 > 0 
such that 
/I TO(t)+Q 11 < M’e+*Jt IldQll for t 2 0, dQEQ, 
11 TO(t)+P 11 < M’e@+*jt II+‘II for t < 0, $PEP. 
Proof. First observe that it suffices toconsider 6 = 0 and (Y # 0, since 
the hypothesis on OL remains true for 01+ 6,6 small. Now let 4 E Co and define 
y = ~(4) by yt($) = TO(t)+ for t 3 0. We may write y(t) = y’(t) + yQ(t), 
where yp*Q(t) = --Cz=‘=, r-j deXP*Q(t - /I - wrc) Ak$(jg), with y’(t) defined 
for ---co < t < co. By Lemma 3.5, 
I r*(t)1 < (1 I4 I) Meat 14 I for t > 0 
and 
I r’(t)1 < (c I 4 I) AA+ Id I for t < 0. 
Using the integral for Xp(t) and the fact C 1 A, I < co, it is easy to see 
(for smooth 4) 
so 
y’(8) = ;irr & j (A - A”)-l 4(e) dh, -r < 8 < 0. 
c, 
Define E+(B) = y’(e), -r < f3 < 0; then E is a continuous projection of 
Co onto span(&&(AO) / Re h > a!], and we may define P = B(E), Q = N(E), 
so Co = P @Q. Since TO(t)@ - AO)-l = (X - AO)-l To(t), it follows that 
E commutes with TO(t), so P, Q are invariant. Finally, ytP = To(t) E$ for 
t > 0, and D”ytp = 0 for -co < t < co, and backward continuation on 
the whole line is unique [15]. Therefore ytp($) defines the unique extension 
of To(t) Ip on --co < t < co such that To(t) Ip To(s) Ip = T”(t + s) jp 
for all s, t. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let Z = {Re h 1 h(h) = 0} be nonempty and let 2 = closure 
of Z; then for t > 0, 
{eAt / k(X) = O> C a(TO(t)) C {CL 1 / t.~ j= ect, 5 E Z}. 
If ~$2 and Co = 9 @ Q is the decomposition given by Theorem 3.1 then 
u(TO(t) ip) C (,IL 1 j CL j = ect, 5 E .Z and 5 > a> 
o(T”(t)Io)C{~jI~l =eit,5EZand5<a). 
If Z is empty, then u(TO(t)) = (0) for t > 0; in fact, To(t) = 0 for t > m. 
Proof. If Z is empty, then in Theorem 3.1 we may pick arbitrary 01, 
Co = P @ Q with P = (0) and T”(mt) I0 = T”(mt) = O(earmt) asm + + 03 
(m = integer), so the spectral radius r(TO(t)) = limm+m 11 To(mt)llllm < eat. 
But OL is arbitrary sor(TO(t)) = 0. In fact, To(t) = 0 for t 3 rn, according to 
[15, Theorem 11. 
Now.suppose Z is nonempty, choose 014 Z and decompose CO = P @ Q 
as in Theorem 3.1. By the same argument as above, for t > 0, 
r( To(t) I,) < l&n[M’e(a-G)mt]l~~ = e(+a)t 
and r( T”(-t) lp) < e-(“+6)t, so
u(TO(t) Id= b I l/p E4”‘(-tt) IdI C{P 1 I P I 3 e(01+6)tI- 
Consider the class of all closed subsets K of the real ine such that for t > 0, 
u(TO(t)) C {p ( I p I = ekt, k E K}. 
Clearly every such set contains Z, so if K, is the smallest such set (i.e., 
K,,, = OK) then Km 1 Z. In fact, Km = Z; for if there exists a: E K,\Z, 
then we may decompose as above and find 6 > 0 such that K,,,\(cx - 6, 01+ S) 
is a smaller set of the class considered. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the scalar difference operator Do+ = C(O) - +(-I), 
with k(h) = I - e& and u(A’J) = {2&z 1 n = integer}. For t > 0, closure 
te2wiQnt / n = 0, &I, f2,...) C u(TO(t)) C unit circle, with equality when t 
is irrational, but not when t is rational. In fact, for t = 1, 2, 3,..., To(t) = 
identity and u( TO(t)) = {I}. 
Calculation fZ. The problem of finding the zeros of h is important, 
but little studied. The many papers “on the zeros of exponential sums” 
generally allow polynomial terms which are dominant for large values of 
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the argument, thus simplifying the expression. Some references and results 
are in [14]. 
There are two extreme cases where the situation is fairly simple, for 
h(X)=~f=,,~~e-~~~, thea,#0,0=w,,<w,<~~~<w,. 
(i) The wlc are commensurable. 
Suppose the wlc are integral mul$les of some j3 > 0; then h(h) is a 
polynomial in e-aA say h(h) = a, JJVX1 (e-AB - rV), and 
2 = z = {-(l/j?) log [ r” 1 1 V = l,..., M}. 
(ii) The wlc are rationally independent. 
Suppose CL mkwk = 0 (mk = integer) only if all m, = 0; then Z is a 
finite union of closed intervals, with p E z if and only if the (N + 1) lengths 
I a, I, I al I e-~W~,-.., [ a, 1 e+“N can form a closed polygon, i.e., no one of 
these terms is greater than the sum of the other terms. In particular, the 
smallest closed interval containing z is bN , pa] where 
To prove this, observe that h(p + in) = 0 for some real 7 only if 
a,+CN= k 1 a, e-owe iek = 0 for some real 0, ,..., 6 . Conversely, if such real 
ok exist (i.e., ifthese lengths can form a closed polygon) then by Kronecker’s 
theorem [ 16, Theor. 6.121 there xist real 7making (e-+rr - e@k 1 K = 1,. . , N} 
arbitrarily small, thus making h(p + in) arbitrarily small. This implies p E Z, 
by Lemma 3.l(ii). 
In the general case, we still have .Z C [pN , pa], but this may not be the 
smallest such interval. If(5, ,..., i&) is a rationally independent basis for 
w1 ,.-., wN , then h(h) may be written h(h) = CI1 u,e-“‘CA where a! = (a1 ,..., LU,) 
has integer components and 01 * 4 = xi=, q& . If h(p, 0) = C, u,e-a+eim*e, 
e = (e, ,..., f?,), then p E Z if and only if 
6 0) = 0 for some e E [0, 27;] x ... x [0,2$J. 
EXAMPLES. 2 = {Re X I h(h) = 0) 
(i) h(h) = 1 + e-I + e--2A, 2 = Ko c b2 9 PO1 = r-PO 9Pal, 
,+, = log(l + 5’/“)/2. 
(ii) h(h) = 1 + e--h + e--ah, .Z = [p2 , p,,], approximately [-.27, .37]. 
(iii) h(h) = 1 + e--I + e-2A + e-mA, Z = Cps , CT], approximately 
[-.56, .30] where e-ffo = (3)‘/“/2(1 - e-%), while pa is about .60. 
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Observe sup, inf Z may be discontinuous a functions of the wk , but p0 , pN 
are continuous. 
Theorem 3.2, together with Lemma 3.2 and the remarks above give a 
rough picture of u( TO(t)) as a collection of annuli about the origin, each densely 
packed with eigenvalues (aside, perhaps, from special values of t). In the 
next section we consider far more general neutral FDEs, but the only change 
in this picture of the spectrum is a sprinkling of “normal” eigenvalues 
outside the annuli. 
4. DECOMPOSITION AND ESTIMATES FOR THE NEUTRAL FDE 
We consider first he homogeneous FDE 
and determine u(T(t)). It is known [2, 16.71 that the point spectrum 
Pu(T(t)) = {t+ 1 h E Pa(A)}, pl us p ossibly zero; and the residual spectrum 
of T(t) is empty, since A has no residual spectrum. That leaves the continuous 
spectrum, but now the general theory is silent, aside from a cautionary 
example [2, 23.161 of a strongly continuous emigroup having continuous 
spectrum, while its infinitesimal generator has no spectrum. For retarded 
equations, this is not a problem: T( r is compact, so the continuous pectrum, ) 
if any, is (0). In the general case we show first that T(t) and To(t) differ by a 
compact operator, and then that addition of this compact operator does not 
change the continuous spectrum. The first claim is a modified form of a 
result of Hale [7, Lemma 5.21. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose D, L are given as in (2.1), and Do as in (3.1), and let 
(T(t), t 3 01, (TO(t), t> O> be the corresponding semigroups on C and 
C n J(DO) respectively. If E” = projection f C onto N(DO), then for t > 0, 
T(t) - To(t) E”: C -+ C is compact. 
Proof. If 4 E c, xt = T(t)+ for t 3 0 and $ = #-’ + 41 where EO+ = $0, 
then 
D”(x, - 4’) = j-” A(0) x(t + 0) d0 - so A(B)@) db’ 
-9 --T 
+ s,t dsj-O h(e) 4s + 4 --r 
D”(xo - $‘) = 0 
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hence 
Xt = T(t)+ = (I - EO)$ + TO(t) $0 + KO(t, 0) H(., $b) 
where 
WY +> = j” 4%w>w> de + lot ds s” 4uw(~M)(~)~ 
-7 -9 
Now A’-(II”) = W(EO) h as finite codimension, so a(1 - E”) has finite 
dimension, and (I- E”) is compact; and K”(t, 0) is continuous. It suffices, 
therefore, to prove (H(*, $) 1 11 I$ ]I < l} is contained in a compact set of 
C([O, to], En) for each to > 0. Since 11 T(t)+ 11 < Mekt for some constants M, k 
wehaveforO<t,t+6<toandj14j/ < 1, 
< Mekto 
[I 
“’ 
--r-‘8’ 
] A(e - 6) - A(e)1 de + ] 6 I Var 71 
where A(0) = 0 for 0 # [-r, 01. This proves equicontinuity, andboundedness 
is obvious, so the compactness is proved. 
We also need the following result on perturbation fspectra. An eigenvalue 
p of a linear operator U is a “normal eigenvalue” if it is an isolated point of 
u(U) and the corresponding generalized eigenspace dU( U) is finite 
dimensional, i.e. the projection E, = 1/27ri$‘(X - U)-l dh (integrated over 
I h - p / = 6 > 0, 8 small) has finite dimensional range. A “normal point” 
of U is a normal eigenvalue or a point of the resolvent set, and g(U) denotes 
the (open) set of normal points of U. A slight change in the proof of Lemma 
5.2 of [17, p. 221 gives 
LEMMA 4.2. Let U, V be linear operators on a Banach space with V 
compact, and let G be an open connected component of the set of normal points of 
U, p”(U). Then either G is a component of p”( U + V), or else G n p(U) C 
Pu( u + V). 
THEOREM 4.1. If H(h) = 1 - Cz=‘=, &ePAPL, Z = {Re h I det H(h) = 0} 
and d(X) = AH(X) - h fr A(0) eAa dt9 - fr d?(B) eAe, then for t > 0, 
Po(T(t))\{O) = {eAt Idet d(X) = 01, 
Ru( T(t)) is empty, 
C&Yt))\{O~ C {CL 1I P I = eEt, 5 E -% 
and 
u(T(t))C{O}U{e”t]detd(X)=O)~{~I]~I =ect,&‘~Z). 
If Z is nonempty and bounded, then 0 is a normal point of T(t). 
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Proof. The first wo claims follow from [2, 16.71 and Theorem 2.1. 
Choose 01 < /3 such that (OL, ,8) is disjoint from Z, and let 
we will show It is disjoint from Cu( T(t)). By Theorem 3.2, It is in the resolvent 
set of P(t) E”, hence by Lemma 4.1 and 4.2, either It C p(T(t)) or else 
It C Po( T(t)). But Pu( T(t)) is countable, since o(A) is countable, hence It 
consists of normal points of T(t) and is disjoint from Cu(T(t)). 
Remark. As 1 h 1 + co with Re X bounded, we see det A(h) = 
h%(h) + o([ X I”), so by Rouche’s theorem and Lemma 3.1, the zeros of 
det A(-) in a strip cy. < Re X < /3 are asymptotic to those of h(.) (see [6, 
Chap. III, Lemma]). Thus the examples and remarks following Theorem 3.2 
are relevant also in the general case. 
Remark. Z is bounded if H(h) = I - XfzI, Ake-lw* has a finite number 
of terms. For a necessary and sufficient condition, see [16, Theors. 3.27 and 
3.291. 
We use the result, proved in [12, Sect. 61. 
LEMMA 4.3. For t > m, 
~ - 
W(T(t)) = span{.MA(A) 1h E o(A)}. 
For some types of FDEs, the solution may be expressed in a convergent 
series of functions from the M,+(A) (see, e.g., [14]), and this implies the above 
lemma. But in the general case, the adjoint heory of [12] seems to be needed. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose 016 Re a(A), i.e., det A(/\) # 0 in some strip 
) Re X - a: 1 < E, E > 0. Then C = P @ Q where P, Q are closed subspaces 
invariant under T(t), 
P = span(MA(A) j Re h > a}, 
Q = (4 / Ehq5 = 0 for all Re X > a} 
where E,, = projection to d,,(A) along W(h - A)z = residue of the resolvent 
of A at h. 
The projection E onto P along Q may be written 
for a dense set of 4 in C, where {C,}& is an expanding sequence of contours (as in 
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Lemma 3.3), bounded away from o(A) and such that each h E u(A) with 
Re X > 01 is inside Cj for su#Grztly large j. 
The restriction f the semigroup to P may be extended to a group 
{T(t) I9 , -co < t < co} of bounded operators on P, with T(t) lb T(s) le = 
T(t + s) ID for all t, s. 
Finally, there xist constants MI , M, and 8 > 0 such that 
II T(t) +Q II < MIe(a-6)t II $” /I for t 3 0, $Q EQ, 
11 T(t)rbP /I < M2e(a+e)t II@ll for t d O,VEP. 
Proof. First observe that, by Theorem 4.1, u( T(t)) = u, u uQ where uQ 
is contained in the disc {p 1 1 TV I < e(a-6)t}, and a, C {II 1/ ~1 I 3 e(a+*)t}, so 
a, , uQ are disjoint spectral sets for each fixed t > 0. Therefore [19] we have 
C = P @Q with P, Q invariant under T(t), u( T(t) Ip) = a, , u(T(t) IQ) = uQ , 
and E = l/2& Jr (p - T(t))-l dp is the projection to P along Q, if J’ is a 
contour enclosing a, and excluding uQ . This decomposition is actually 
independent of t > O-this follows from the semigroup property, but we 
prove it instead by determining P, Q as claimed in the statement of the 
theorem. If 4 E.&‘*(A), then (eA* - T(t))“4 = 0 for some m, so 
m-1 
(II - T(t))-’ $ = z. (p - eAt)--P--l (eht- T(t))p 4, 
hence E$ = 4 or 0, according to whether eAt is in up or uQ . Thus we have 
span{.HA(A) IRe h > a} C P = W(E), 
span{dA(A) / Re h < a} CQ = N(E). 
Now 0 6 a,, so T(t) Ip maps P onto itself, asdo T(k) Ip , h = 1,2 ,... . 
This says P C W(T(ht)) 5 span{‘,(A) ] X E u(A)} if ht > rn, which proves 
P = s@ii{.HA(A) IRe h > a}. 
Now EA commutes with E, so if 4 E Q then EA$ E Q n AA(A), thus E,,+ = 0 
for Re h > (Y. Conversely if E,,+ = 0 for Re X > 01, then E,,E$ = 0 for all h, 
therefore (h- A)-1 E+ is an entire function of h (see Theor. 2.1 (iii)). Arguing 
as in [15, Theor. 11, (h - A)-l E+ is of finite (<rn) exponential type, hence 
T(t) E$ = 0 for t > m. But T(t) IP is one-one, therefore J?@ = 0, 4 EQ, 
as claimed. 
In view of the first remark following Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 3.3, we may 
choose an expanding sequence of rectangular contours C, (as in that lemma) 
which are uniformly bounded away from u(A), but eventually enclose very 
eigenvalue X with Re h > (Y. 
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for 4 E Q (when both sides vanish), and for 4 E AA(A), Re h > (y. (when both 
sides = +), and for 4 E Q @ span{AA(A) 1 Re A > 01}, a dense subset of C. 
For t < 0, define T(t) IP = [T(-t) IP]-i, so T(t) lP T(s) lP = T(t + s) lP 
for--co<s,t<cc. 
The estimates follow by a standard argument [I]. For example, we prove 
jl T(t) lo I/ = o(eUt) as t + co; this suffices, ince 01 i 8 also satisfy the 
hypothesis (for sufficiently small S). If we assume instead that there exist 
t, + co and H > 0 such that I/ T(t,) IQ I/ e-ortv 3 H for all Y, then the spectral 
radius r(T(1) lo) > eoL, since (with t, = m, + 7, , m, = integer, 0 < 7” < 1) 
Wl) IO) = F-2 II WV) IO II l’% 3 v-2 II qmy) IO WY) IO v- 
3 lim[He”(%+~d]l~% = ea. 
“-02 
But this contradicts Theorem 4.1 and choice of 01. 
Remarks. If p and 71 in (2.1) have real components, then the above 
decomposition is real, i.e. E$ is real whenever 4 is real. To see this notice that 
l/2& SC, (A - A)-l 4(e) dh is real for real #, since it equals its complex 
conjugate; therefore, E$ is also real. 
When P is finite dimensional, the algebraic details of the decomposition 
are treated in [6]. In this case, Lemma 4.3 (and thus, the adjoint heory) is 
unnecessary, which is fortunate since the adjoint heory of [12] is so far 
available only in C. 
Brumley [18] studied the case when Do+ = 4(O) - C,“==, A&(--rut) with 
the wk commensurable, and obtained more precise growth estimates than 
those above. In particular, correcting an example due to Snow, he showed 
that the homogeneous equation may have unbounded solutions although all 
eigenvalues ofA have negative real parts. In this example, there are multiple 
eigenvalues arbitrarily close to the imaginary axis. 
Now we study the corresponding decomposition for the nonhomogeneous 
equation (2.1). Recall that 
xt(s, 4, H) = T(t - s>C + W, @f, t 3 s, 
is the solution of (2.1) with initial value X, = 4 and forcing function H. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose (Y 4 Re o(A) and C = P @ Q is the decomposition 
provided by Theorem 4.2. If we use superscript P, Q to denote the component 
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in that space, so 4 = 4’ + q5Q E P @ Q, then there xist functions of bounded 
variation T(t) Xt*Q(0), functions of t + 6’ alone, such that 
xtP(s, 4, H) = W - s) 4’ + j’ T(t - f) Xc$’ dH(t), 
s 
xtQ(s, 4, H) = T(t - s) $0 + j” T(t - [) X,Q dH([). 
s 
For a.e. 0 in [-r, 01, 
T(t) XoP(e) = lii(l/2G) jC. eA(t+e) 0(X)-l dh, (-co < t < co) 
3 
T(t) X,Q(e) = ii&l/2k) jazzy’ e”(t+@)d(h)-l dh (t > 0), 
) 
and for any continuous H we have 
T(t - s) j’ T(s - 5) XCQ dH(& = j’ T(t - 5) X;sQ dH([) 
(i D 
if t 3 s 3 o (for all t, s, (T in the case of Xop). 
Finally, there xist constants M3 , M4 and E > 0 such that 
m 1 T(t) XoQ 1 < M3e(u-r)t(t 2 0), s 1 dT(s) XOQ 1 e-(a-C)s < MB 
0 
’ 1 T(t) Xop I < M4e(a+C)t(t < 0), 
s 
1 dT(s) Xop I e-(or+E)s < M4 . 
--oo 
Proof. It is shown in [8, Theor. 2.21 that 
K(t, s) H(e) = -j” 4-W + 8 - S)[H(f) - H(s)] = j” X(t + 0 - f) dH(5) 
s s 
where X is a matrix valued function of bounded variation on finite intervals, 
which vanishes on [-r, 0) and has Laplace transform d(h)-l. 
Let Kp(t, s)H = EK(t, s)H, KQ(t, s) = (I - E) K(t, s)H for t > s, where 
E is the projection onto P along Q, and define 
KP(t, s)H = -T(t - s) Ip Kp(s, t)H for s > t. 
Notice that K’*Q(t, s)H = 0 if H is constant, so as in [8, Theor. 2.21, there 
exist B.V. functions Xp, XQ such that Kp.Q(t, s)H = st .Xp+Q(t - f + .) dH(f), 
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and X(t) = X”(t) + XQ(t) for t 3 --Y. By (2.3) and the definition of A?, 
for all t, s, c we have 
T(t - s) lp KP(s, a)H = A?(t, a)H - P(t, s)H, 
i.e. T(t - s) jp sz Xp(s - 5 + .) dH(t) = jt Xp(t - 6 + .) CM(~). The cor- 
responding equation for XQ holds when t > s > 0. These equations justify 
the notation Xp,Q(t + 6) = T(t) X:*Q(e). 
Let H be any continuous function which vanishes outside [O,l]; then for 
t 3 1, 
II K*(t, O)HI/ = II T(t - 1) [Q K*(l, O)HII < Mle(a-6)t IIKQ(l, O)HjI, 
therefore $- 1 d,T(t - 5) X0* I < Me - (o( 6)t, t > 0, for some constant M. 
If E = (l/2) S > 0, then 
J‘ m 1 dT(u) X,Q 1 e-++ = o+ $I e-(a-E)m sl- I d,T(m - 4) X,,Q I e(a-f)E 0 
< M, = (Me-c/1 - e+) max(1, ea) < cc. 
To identify T(t) Xc*” with the contour integrals bove, it suffices to observe 
E,K(~, s)H = I&(X - A)-l 1” X(t - 6 + *) dH(S) 
s 
=I 
t 
Res[eAu-E+‘) d(h)-l] dH(5) 
9 A=P 
for every p. It follows from the contour integral representation and the 
remarks above that j T(t) X0* 1 e-trr-cjt + 0 as t -+ + co, and 
I T(t) Xop 1 e-(“+c)t + 0 as t - --oo. 
5. DECOMPOSITION AND ESTIMATES FOR LIPSCHITZ FUNCTIONS 
It is sometimes convenient to use other function spaces, suited to the 
problem at hand. The above results and methods of proof also work, with 
slight modification, i  the Sobolev spaces l4’:) (1 < p < to) of absolutely 
continuous functions on r--r, 0] with p-th power integrable d rivative. 
We will discuss the useful special case WL”, the Lipschitz continuous 
functions 4:[-r, 0] -+ En with norm 
II + IL = maxiI +W, w2 I TV%> - +Wl/l 4 - 02 I> 
1 
= max{l W)l, ess SUP I+' I>. 
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Let D, L be the linear functionals of (2.1) and consider the initial value 
problem: X, = + E Wz) and 
(d/d) D(q) = L(q) + h(t), a.e. t 3 4 (5.1) 
where h( .) is measurable and essentially bounded on finite intervals. There 
exists a unique solution x(s, +, h) which may be written 
%(S, d, 4 = qt - s)$ + qt, sp, t 3 s, 
where {T(t)},, is a semigroup of bounded linear operators on WA’) and 
K(t, s): PJ[s, t], E”) + WA? is also linear and continuous for each t > s. 
These families of operators are not strongly continuous as functions of t, 
but they are continuous in the weak operator topology [19, VI. 1.31, con- 
sidering WA’) as the conjugate space of Wil’(En*). Thus for any absolutely 
continuous #: [-T, 0] -+ En* (the row n-vectors) and any + E WA’), (#, T(t)+) 
is continuous in t 3 0, where 
The results used above from the theory of strongly continuous semigroups 
may be extended to weakly continuous semigroups with minor changes. 
In particular, define the weak* infinitesimal generator A by 
whenever this limit exists. According to [19, IV. 13.27],4 = w* - liq+- +n 
if and only if II& Ilrn is bounded and &(B) ---f 4(e) uniformly in -r < 0 < 0. 
It follows easily that: 
9(A) = (4 E W$I$’ E W?‘and D(f) = L(4)); 
A$ =c$’ for + E B(A); 
.9(A) is invariant under T(t) and for + E 9(A), I/ E Wil), 
I%( T(t))\(O) = exp[tPu(A)]; and
a(A) = f%(A) = {h 1 det d(h) = O}. 
Now u( T(t)) may be determined as in Section 3 and Theorem 4.1. Since 
Lemma 4.2 is known only in C, we restrict ourselves to the case when 
{h E o(A) I Re h > a} is finite. 
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THEOREM 5.1. If A = {A E a(A) 1 Re h 3 a} isfinite, then Wz) = P @Q 
where P, Q are invariant under T(t), P = span{&‘,,(A) 1 ReX 2 a} is jnite 
dimensional, u( T(t) I,,) = exp(tA) and th ere exist constants M > I, 6 > 0 
such that 
II T(t) P /Im < Me(a-B)t IIP Ilm for t > 0, c$QEQ. 
Using the B.V. functions of Theorem 4.3, ;f x(s, 4, h) is the solution of (5.1) 
with x, = + E Wz’ and h essentially bounded on @rite intervals, 
4% Ah) = T(t - s) 4’ + I” T(t - 5) Xoph(S) d5, 
s 
xt% $9 4 = W - s) $O + jt T(t - 5) X,,“h([) df 
s 
for t > s, where superscript P, Q denotes the component of xt or 4 in the 
corresponding space. We have the estimate 11 J’i T(t - 6) X,,oh([) de ljco <
M3 ess u~[~.t] Cl WI e(a-e)(t-c)} where M, , E > 0 are the constants of
Theorem 4.3. 
Both T(t) IP and T(t) XoP have simple representations as matrix exponential 
functions; for details, see [6]. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
We will apply the above machinery to a familiar task: comparing the 
solutions near an equilibrium point of the nonlinear equation 
WW(xt) - W, xt>> = L(xt) + W 4 (6.1) 
and its linear approximation 
(d/4 D(xt) = L(xt). (64 
Here D, L are the linear functionals ppearing in(2.1) and F, G are continuous 
functionals from R x C into En satisfying F(t,0) = 0 and 
I W, 4 - W, 911 < 44 II $ - 4 II for II~II, ll~ll Gua, 
and the same conditions for G, where p(u) -+ 0 as u -+ O+. Under these 
hypotheses, the initial value problem is well posed in C, and solutions may 
be continued as long as they remain bounded [20]. For corresponding results 
in Wz’, 1 <p < co, see [21]. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Suppose Re a(A) < -y < 0 for the linear equation (6.2), 
and choose any y’ with 0 < y’ < y. Then there exist u > 0 and K > 1 such 
that, if $ E C and II+ I/ < u/K, then the solution x(s, 4) of (6.1) exists and 
satis$es 
for all t> s. 
II x&, 4111 < K II 4II e-v’(t-s) 
Proof. 
xth $1 = W - $4 + j-” V - S> 4, dG(t, xc> + 1” W - 4) X,W, xc> d5 
s s 
and // T(t)/1 < Mle-Y’t (t > 0), J’r [dT(t) X0 / eY’t < M3. Choose u > 0 so 
that 2M+(o) < 1, and choose K > Ml/(1 - 2M&o)). If ]I $]I < u/K, then 
as long as ]I xt ]j < u, 
II xt II ey’(t-s) < MI II $ II + 2~(0) s” I dT(t - f) X, I ey’@+) II xc Il. s 
Let u(t) = sup{]I xE]I ev’(e+), s < .$ < t}; then 
u(t) < Ml II 4II + 2~(0) 1” I dT(t - E) X0 I ey’+n u(t), 
s 
hence u(t) < Ml ]I 4 I]/(1 - 2p(u) MJ < K I/ 411, which implies the theorem. 
Remark. More precise estimates are available [18] when the lags in the 
difference operator are commensurable. 
THEOREM 6.2. (The saddle point property [3, 41). Suppose 06 Re u(A), 
i.e., the imaginary axis is bounded away from u(A), and make the decomposition 
C = P @Q with a! = 0 in Theorem 4.2. Let Ep, EQ be the projections to 
P, Q respectively. There exists u > 0 such that the following holds. 
If S = {C 1 II CQ II < d2W and /I xt(s, +)I1 < u for aZZ t > s}, the stable 
manifold, then EQ Is is a homeomorphism of S onto (4 E Q 1 /I 4 II < 0/2M,). 
Further, S is tangent toQ at the origin, and any solution with initial v ue in S 
tends to zero as t + fco. 
If u = (4 1 II d’ II G d2Mz and xt(s, 4)is a solution of (6.1) for all t < s 
with I/ xt(s, +)I1 < (T, t< s}, then Ep IU is a homeomorphism of U onto 
(4 E P 1 II 4 jl < u/2M,}. Further, U is tangent o P at the origin, and any 
solution with initial value in U tends to zero as t --f --co. 
The proof of Theorem 6.2 is essentially the same as in [3] and [4]. Aside 
from slight changes in the estimates inTheorem 4.3 compared to corre- 
sponding results in[4], the main difference in our results i that we may 
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allow P to be infinite dimensional, i.e., we don’t require the difference 
operator to be stable [4, 81. 
An Equation with State-Dependent Lag 
As a simple example of the theory of Section 5 for the Lipschitz continuous 
functions IV:“, consider the equation, discussed previously by Cooke [22], 
x’(t) = -ax(t - r(x(t))), a>0 (6.3) 
where r(0) = 0, T(X) 3 0, and we assume also 
We may rewrite this equation 
f(4) = a+(O) - 4(-+WN. 
Observe that f(0) = 0 and for 9, # E IV:), 
If(+) - fWl < 4ll4 Ilco + II ti IL) II # - 9 /Im .
Arguing as in Theorem 6.1, it follows easily that, if 1) 4 /Im is sufficiently small, 
then the solution x(#) of (6.3) with x,,(C) = 4 satisfies 
II d$)lL d K II 4 IL e-a’t, where a’ = (3/4)a. 
In fact, we will show solutions of (6.3) are asymptotic to solutions of 
y’(t) = -ay(t), i.e., that x(t) eat + C(4) as t --+ co, for some C(4) in En. 
In Theorem 5.1, take 01 = -2a so IV;‘) = P @ Q where P = span(e-a*), 
Ep#(B) = e-@$(0)(--r < 0 < 0) and T(t) Xsp(e) = e+u+@. It follows that 
e2a’t IIxt”(4>lIm G MI II $O IL + ak lot IdT(t - 5) Xoo I e2a’t IIxc Ilk 
< Ml II 4O IL + akWX2(ll 4 11m)2, 
so 11 xtQ($)llm = O(e-2a’t) as t + +co. Also 
qP(+) @t+‘) = d(O) + s t eaYf(xt> d5 
0 
-+ W) = d(O) + irn e’Wx&)> d4 
as t -+ +co, since eatf(xc) = O(e”t-2Q’c) = O(e-(Q/2)0 as 4 -+ +co. 
Therefore as t + + co 
11 xt(cj) - C(4) e-a(t+‘) /lm = O(e-(3a/2)t). 
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Remark. Cooke [23] suggested the use of the space Wz’ in connection 
with retarded FDEs with asymptotically constant lag. The machinery 
developed above makes it possible toexploit this idea systematically, even
for neutral FDEs. However, for retarded FDEs, the argument may be 
carried on in C, due to the “smoothing” properties of such equations: an
estimate of sup{1 x(s)I, t - r < s < t + r} yields immediately from the 
FDE an estimate for the derivative x’on [t, t + Y], i.e., an estimate of 
11 xtfr Ilrn . Thus the real power of the treatment given here is in application 
to neutral equations. 
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